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RESEARCH GOAL
This research attempts to see if NHTS adds-on samples can be utilized as additional source for
development of regional Activity-Based Model (ABM). Various travel patterns (i.e. trip frequency, travel
time and distance, trip purpose, time of day, and travel mode) in 2009 NHTS NYS adds-on samples in the
areas of New York Metropolitan Transportation Council (NYMTC)’s Best Practice Model (NYBPM) and its
counterpart samples in the NYMTC/NJTPA’s 2010-11 Regional Household Travel Survey (RHTS) are
investigated to see the compatibility. I hypothesized that while different survey design, sampling plan,
and data collection methods exist the variances may not be statistically significant as survey recruitment
and retrieval tools advances in the help of online tools i.e., map-assisted location finder. Attentive data
QA/QC procedures by survey firms also help improve the data quality; thus, the add-on sample can help
supplement the survey sample input for ABM development
THE ORIGIN OF RESEARCH
HTS is a basic but main resource for the development of travel demand model, which consequently
supports policy decision-makings i.e. amounts and/or places for major transportation funding allocation.
The demand for quality survey data, therefore, is increasing especially in the midst of ongoing
government budget constraint. Yet HTS is under debate because sample representation can be
questionable when it comes to smaller geographic boundary or specific travel pattern analysis where
only limited samples are available. Today, other big data i.e. cell-phone tower signal and social network
check-in data (i.e., from Facebook, Twitter, and Foursquare) are suggested as alternatives to meet the
data needs for the development of travel demand models. Yet, the importance of travel survey still
remains because it is the only comprehensive data source for acquisition of trip purpose, travel mode
and social demographic characteristics, which affects travel patterns. There has been limited integration
effort to use NHTS for development of regional travel demand model. Previous study did not suggest
using NHTS due to the data transferability, where NHTS and RHTS show dissimilar travel and activity
behaviors although both national and regional surveys shared similar socio-demographic characteristics
(Henson and Goulias 2011). This research seeks to see whether it is the same for the NYMTC region
where the most complex transportation network and travel pattern exist in the North America
DATA SOURCE
The NHTS implemented landline-based random digit dial sampling and trip-based diary survey. 150,147
samples were collected nationwide in 2009 survey, which includes add-on samples. 6,898 households
were located in the New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-C-PA Metropolitan Statistical
Area (MSA) – 5602. Due to smaller sample size, 583 national samples for New Jersey and Connecticut
were excluded in this study. 6,335 households within 12 NYS counties (10 NYMTC counties plus 2
Mid-Hudson counties: Orange and Dutchess), parts of New York Best Practice Model (NYBPM)
boundaries, were remained. In the end, 4,537 households were left as valid samples after excluding
1,798 weekend samples. 416 households (9.2% out of the valid samples) were identified as zero-trip
households. The NYMTC/NJTPA 2011-11 RHTS implemented address- based sampling, multiple modes of
recruitment and retrieval (CATI, mail, and web), and place-based 24-hours travel diary survey. It
collected weekday-only samples (when school is open) between September 2010 and November

2011, for the travel demand model (as of today) is work trips-based. In total, 18,965 households
(including 1,930 GPS samples) and 43,558 persons participated in the RHTS and collected 188,199 trips.
In our analysis, we exclude GPS samples because no counterpart exists in NHTS. In our survey, 1.25
times more household trips are observed in GPS samples where 9.3 trips (margin of error: 0.32 trips in
95 percent confidence interval) while 7.4 trips (margin of error: 0.09 trips) for non-GPS samples.
Samples in New Jersey and Connecticut were disregarded for comparison purpose. In the end, only
9,070 households remain as valid samples in 12 NYS counties where 589 households (6.5 percent) are
zero-trip households. Table 1 shows the distribution of valid weekday samples in NHTS and RHTS.
Table 1 - Valid Samples of Weekday-Travel Household

Table 2 - Trip OD distribution by Area
Types

Note: Area Type is grouped (originally 11 area types)
1: the most densely land-use areas.
6: the least densely land-use areas

Table 3 - Comparison of Trip Distance by travel modes used for morning peak work
trip

Table 4 – Life cycle category and pertinent person
trips

KEY FINDINGS
Household trips (not shown here), person trips, and trip distance and duration (not shown here) are
statistically indifferent. A little difference for vehicle trips is associated with large samples from the MidHudson counties where high inter OD pattern (by vehicles) reveals.

DISCUSSION
Given little difference between NHTS and RHTS, observed when it comes to travel characteristics this
research opens the possibility of using NHTS to supplement data input for development of travel
demand model for MPOs.

